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“apostles' medallions” 
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It really was a challenge for me to get through the month of July considering 
I had all kinds of difficulty learning to paint on glass.  It was a huge "no 
pressure" ( ha ha) job, and there is NO substitute for long hard hours of 

practice learning a new craft, it just doesn't happen in a day, or a week, or a month, no matter 
how talented one is. Of course, sometimes one gets lucky..... and falls naturally into a 
particular style of art, but the medium always presents its own set of challenges, and kiln 
fired stained glass is no exception. The parish window  I worked on will hopefully be installed 
on time (15th of August) and I hope you don't mind if I chronicle the stages in the next 
newsletter with early pictures (and tests of  this and that, and changing the face and robe 
designs during the building process.  I am grateful to Rocky Mountain Stained Glass for the 
opportunity to be part of the design, and the Denver Diocese for choosing to use one (of 27 
total) faces that I painted, for the central christ-figure.  

I had painted medallions (3" rounds) earlier, one for each of the tribes (  ) 
and a few parables as a practice, but it was decided that the medallions of Apostles were 
desired instead, so 14 additional medallions (below) were painted for the area around the 
christ-figure (12, plus the substitute for Judas (Matthias) and Paul = 14).  

The medallions of the apostles were fun to paint (just like the tribes' medallions).  They 
are below, 1 Matthew, tax collector and writer of gospel; 2  Matthias, battle axe and 
evangelism; 3 John challice and poisonous snake; 4 James (the greater) shell and celtic 
design; 5 Judas Ischariot, 30 pieces of silver; 6 Simon, fish and evangelism; 7 James the 
lesser, survived being thrown from the temple wall, stoned, then was killed;.............
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..........8 .Bartholomew, book and dagger; 9  Paul of Tarsus, 
chains, prison, writing letters; 10 Peter, rock upon which the 
church was built; 11 Thomas, went to Asia to built church with his 
own hands; 12 Philip, went to Spain to evangelize;  13 Andrew, 
anchor and special cross; 14 Jude, ship for missionary journeys. 

http://gospelglass.com/newsletters/Issue_44.pdf
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dail- -breade
"Man shall not live by bread alone
but by every word that proceeds
from the mouth of G-d”

Daily calendar sayings for August:
I thought it would be interesting to make 
this month's calendar relevant to the 
month of Ramadan. It is clear that "truth" 
regardless of where it is found will make 
us free. I searched an online translation of 
the quran but did not figure out how to 
use since neither atonement, nor 
repentance, came up in a word search. In  most references 
to atonement appeared in Leviticus, and only a few in the new testament. 

http://biblos.com

This month, again, the parish in Colorado occupied 
much time.  A counted cross stitch pattern for a clergy 
stole was created with "Come thou fount of every 
blessing" (left) and two stained glass patterns (right).

Patterns added in July

http://gospelglass.com/dail-e-bread/jun_2012/jun_2012.php
http://gospelglass.com/dail-e-bread/may_2012/may_2012.php
http://biblos.com
http://gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=18&products_id=627
http://gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=18&products_id=626
http://gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=32_48&products_id=629
http://gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=84&products_id=628
http://gospelglass.com/dail-e-bread/aug_2012/aug_2012.php

